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TS3-Server I got it from this website:
The default.sql: Revision ID:

1f7669f39b1 Revises: 33a8a18b3ee
Create Date: 2019-05-21

10:55:45.711 CREATE TABLE
`TS3_SystemTable` ( `id` INTEGER

NOT NULL AUTO_INCREMENT,
`hostname` varchar(32) NOT NULL,
`username` varchar(32) NOT NULL,
`create_date` timestamp NOT NULL,

`domain` varchar(32) NOT NULL,
`license` varchar(32) NOT NULL,

`avatar_url` varchar(100) NOT NULL,
`ts3` int(11) NOT NULL, PRIMARY

KEY (`id`), UNIQUE KEY
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`ts3_username_hostname_domain`
(`ts3`,`hostname`,`domain`) ) ;

CREATE TABLE `TS3_UserTable` (
`user_id` INTEGER NOT NULL

AUTO_INCREMENT, `username`
varchar(32) NOT NULL, `ts3` int(11)

NOT NULL, PRIMARY KEY
(`user_id`), UNIQUE KEY
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NYC Between the Line By now, most
of us have seen the grown-up catnip

teddy-bear photos that have been
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posted online. But there's more to the
story than that. Really. The concept,
made popular in Vancouver by St.

Bernard's Cafe, is a completely new
take on an iconic-but-fading New

York treat: the cat cafe. Kitty
Connoisseurs have been reading the
tea leaves on the cat café trend and

wondering whether or not it's a
serious business, and are now

getting a chance to see for
themselves. Feline fans can now sign

up for a tour of Kitten Cafe, a cat-
centered coffee shop that opened this
past Sunday in the East Village. The

cafe has 12 dedicated kitties and
owners who work to create a relaxing

environment for both cats and
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humans. The friendly feline owners
are trained to sit still and give all the
attention they need to each visitor.

They also have the best seats in the
house, offering one of the best views
in the house. That's right, your eyes
will be right on top of these adorable
creatures as they saunter around the

floor with their tails wagging. The
food menu is designed to make for a

well-balanced, healthy snack, so
neither kitty nor owner will be left

hungry. With a cat's appetite, this can
be a bit of a challenge for a cafe

owner, but the Cat Café in England
was inspired by the same concerns,

and they have an interesting solution.
They have a kitty kookaburra bird,
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who eats a chicken-and-potato mix
and is kept happy and well-fed. Kitten
Cafe opened on East 9th Street and

Second Avenue on Sunday,
November 10th and has a waiting list.

The next location is scheduled to
open in Manhattan in the fall of
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